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Abstract The operation of robotic tour guides in pub-

lic museums leads to a variety of interactions of these
complex technical systems with humans of all ages and
with different technical backgrounds. Interacting with a
robot is a new experience for many visitors. An intuitive

user interface, preferable one that resembles the interac-

tion between human tour guides and visitors, simplifies
the communication between robot and visitors. To al-
low for supportive behavior of the guided persons, pre-

dictable robot behavior is necessary. Humanoid robots
are able to resemble human motions and behaviors and

look familiar to human users that have not interacted

with robots so far. Hence, they are particularly well

suited for this purpose.

In this work, we present our anthropomorphic mo-
bile communication robot Robotinho. It is equipped

with an expressive communication head to display emo-

tions. Its multimodal dialog system incorporates ges-
tures, facial expression, body language, and speech. We
describe the behaviors that we developed for interac-

tion with inexperienced users in a museum tour guide
scenario. In contrast to prior work, Robotinho commu-

nicated with the guided persons during navigation be-
tween exhibits, not only while explaining an exhibit. We
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Fig. 1 Robotinho explains our soccer robot Dynaped to a
group of visitors during a tour given at the Deutsches Mu-

seum Bonn. Persons surround the tour guide robot while lis-
tening to its explanations and block its path to the next des-
tination. For successful navigation Robotinho articulates its
desired motion direction clearly.

report qualitative and quantitative results from evalu-
ations of Robotinho in RoboCup@Home competitions
and in a science museum.
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1 Introduction

For many years, the research in the field of robotics was

mainly focused on the core functionalities needed for
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autonomous operation of robot systems. Consequently,
skills like safe navigation, localization, motion planning,
and reliable perception of the environment have been

improved tremendously. These advances make it possi-

ble to develop flexible service robots suitable for non-

industrial applications. In contrast to the application in
research and industry, where only few specialists inter-
act with the robots, user interfaces for these personal

robots have to be easy to understand and use. Hence,
designing human-like robots and human-robot interac-

tion have become active research areas.

Up to now, most people have never interacted with

robots and are not used to robots operating in their
vicinity. Robots deployed as tour guides in a museum

might interact with persons of all ages, including chil-

dren and elderly people, and with different technical
backgrounds. A museum constitutes a highly dynamic

environment, but the domain is restricted. The inter-

actions with the robot are usually short. This prohibits
lengthy instructions on how to control the robot. Fi-

nally, the robot itself can be seen as an exhibit. Hence,
a museum is a good testbed for gathering experience in
human-robot interaction.

Figure 1 shows our anthropomorphic communica-
tion robot Robotinho. Robotinho’s human-like appear-

ance facilitates users to predict its motions and behav-
iors. An expressive communication head enables the

robot to display different moods and to gaze at peo-
ple in a natural way.

Museum visitors in the vicinity of the robot can be

startled by sudden movements. Our robot avoids this by
implicit or explicit communication of its intents, either

verbally or non-verbally.

Additional to intuitively communicating with the
visitors, another essential skill for a tour guide robot
is to navigate safely and reliably in dynamic environ-
ments. We are convinced that the interaction with vis-

itors attending the tour and the attraction of visitors
strolling around in the proximity of the tour are impor-

tant skills.

The evaluation of service robots is difficult. Basic

skills, like collision-free navigation, accurate localiza-
tion, and path planning, may be evaluated in a labora-

tory using objective and comparable metrics. Evaluat-

ing factors like the appearance to and interaction with
people not familiar with robots requires operating the

robots in public environments. We evaluated Robotinho

in different scenarios before:

– Extensive body language was required while con-
ducting cellists of the Berlin Philharmonic [4].

– Robotinho explained exhibits in a static scenario

using its multimodal interaction skills [3].

– In a tour guide scenario at the University of Freiburg

Robotinho guided visitors in a corridor. Robotinho
was used as a walking tour guide [2].

– In the @Home competition at RoboCup 2009, Ro-

botinho assisted our service robot Dynamaid with

its communication skills [1].

Details of the previous evaluations are given in [18] and
[34]. In order to extend our prior work, we analyzed
the navigation in the vicinity of visitor groups and de-

veloped behaviors to make the navigation more pre-
dictable and to keep the visitors feeling attended dur-
ing the navigation between exhibits. In this article, we

describe our robot and its dialog system, detailing our
approach to mobile interaction. We also report our ex-

periences made in a science museum and present quan-
titative results from questionnaires.

2 Related Work

The idea of enhancing the museum experience by the
use of mobile robots has been pursued by several re-

search groups. Notable examples of wheeled robots op-

erating as tour guides in museums or guiding people on
large fairs include [35,44,49,14]. In these deployments,
the researchers did not focus on natural interaction with

the visitors, but on skills like collision-free navigation.

Nevertheless, first challenges in the interaction between
humans and robots could be identified.

The robot Hermes [10] is a humanoid robot with

an upper body equipped with an arm mounted on a
wheeled base. It was installed for a long-term exper-

iment in a museum. The human-like appearance en-

abled the robot to realize more human-like interaction.
In contrast to Robotinho, Hermes has limited multi-

modal interaction capabilities and has no animated face
to show emotional expressions.

How a robot should approach a person and navigate
in the presence of humans was evaluated by Dauten-
hahn et al. [16]. A robot should be visible to the person
most of the time and approach an individual from the

front. This avoids uncomfortable feelings on the human
side. In our work, we focus on predictive behavior by

clearly articulating the robot’s intents.

Shiomi et al. [43] studied if tour guide robots should
drive forward or backward, facing the visitors, during

navigation to keep them interested in the tour. In con-
trast, we focus on the gaze direction of the robot.

The tracking of persons using laser-range sensors

and cameras has been investigated, e.g. by Cui et al. [15],
Schulz [41], and Spinello et al. [45]. In contrast to these
works, our approach uses laser-range finders (LRFs) at

two heights to detect legs and trunks of persons and
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also utilizes a static map of the environment to reject
false positive hypotheses.

Hristoskova et al. [25] present a museum tour guide
system of collaborative robots with heterogeneous knowl-
edge. Tours are personalized using techniques developed

for the semantic web. The personalization is based on
individual persons’ interests and the knowledge of cur-

rently available robots. Robots can exchange guided

persons to provide tours that cover most of the inter-

ests. We use a single robot in a smaller museum. Hence,
Robotinho let the user select between several predefined
tours. We focus on keeping the guided visitors inter-

ested in the tour by communicating with them.

Yousuf et al. [56] developed a robot that resembles

behaviors of human tour guides. Human tour guides
build an F-formation with the visitors, the exhibit and

themselves. Their robot checks whether this formation
is satisfied before explaining an exhibit or tries to ob-
tain this formation otherwise. We allow for more loose
formations. Robotinho asks persons to come closer and
arranges itself such that it can attend the visitors ade-
quately while explaining an exhibit.

The importance of gestures along with speech is

evaluated in [39]. For example, a Honda Asimo robot
explained to a human assistant where to place kitchen

items. Pointing gestures—even if sometimes wrong—
lead to a more positive reception of the robot than just
announcing the places. In contrast to this static sce-

nario, we present a dynamic tour guide scenario in our
work.

Kismet [12] is a robot head with multiple cameras
that has been developed for studying human-robot so-
cial interaction. It does not recognize the spoken words,

but it analyzes low-level speech features to infer the af-
fective intent of the human. Kismet displays its emo-

tional state through various facial expressions, vocal-

izations, and movements. It can make eye contact and

can direct its attention to salient objects. A more com-
plex communication robot is Leonardo, developed by
Breazeal et al. [13]. It has 65 degrees of freedom to ani-

mate the eyes, facial expressions, the ears, and to move
its head and arms. Another humanoid upper body for

studying human-robot interaction is ROMAN [30]. RO-

MAN, Leonardo and Kismet are mounted on a static
platform. Mobile robots used for communication in-
clude PaPeRo [42], Qrio [6], and Maggie [21].

When designing robots for human-robot interaction,
one must consider the uncanny valley effect, described

by Mori [32]. Humans are no longer attracted to robots,

if they appear too human-like. Photo-realistic android
and gynoid robots, such as Repliee Q2 [29], are at first
sight indistinguishable from real humans, but the il-

lusion breaks down as soon as the robots start mov-

Fig. 2 Robotinho generates facial expressions by a weighted
mixture of the six depicted basic expressions.

ing. For this reason, our robot does not have a photo-

realistic human-like appearance, but we emphasize the
facial features of its heads using distinct colors.

Another expressive communication head has been
developed by Kȩdzierski et al. [27]. It uses the same

basic facial expressions as Robotinho, but with less de-

grees of freedom. In contrast to our head, it is very
distinctive from a human head due to its basic shape

and the division into three parts.

Probo [38] is another robot capable of generating
facial expressions. It is designed to study human-robot

interaction with the goal to employ it in robot aided

therapy (RAT). In contrast to our robot, Probo is mod-
elled as an animal to avoid the uncanny valley effect.

It looks like an elephant and can express emotions by
movements of its trunk.

A recent study shows that people interpret body
language of artificial agents similar to humans [7]. The
strength of the perceived emotion depends on the real-

ism of the agent. Experiments were conducted using an-

imated agents and the Aldebaran Nao robot by Gouail-
lier et al. [22].

The importance of multimodal communication ca-
pabilities for human-robot interaction was evaluated by

Schillaci et al. [40]. Head and arm movements increased
the perceived interactiveness of the robot. This work
backs our claim that multimodel interaction is key to

successfull interaction with humans.

Our main contribution is a communication robot
that combines human-like interaction skills and an ex-
pressive communication head with mobility. Further-
more, it attends and interacts with persons while guid-

ing them towards their destination.
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3 Robot Design

Robotinho’s hardware design is focused on low weight,
dexterity, and an appealing appearance ([18],[34]). We
are convinced, that these features are important for

a robot that interacts closely with people. For exam-
ple, the low weight makes our robot inherently safer
than more heavy-weight robots, as only limited actua-
tor power is required. The robot’s joints are actuated
by light-weight Dynamixel servo motors. Furthermore,

we used light-weight materials to build the robot. Its
skeleton is made mainly from aluminum and its hull

is made from carbon composite materials and plastics.

This yields a total weight of about 20 kg—an order of
magnitude lower than other service robots of compara-

ble size (e.g. [11],[54]).

Robotinho is fully autonomous. It is powered by
high-current Lithium-polymer rechargeable batteries
and has its computing power on-board.

Robotinho’s anthropomorphic appearance supports
human-like multimodal communication. For use as a

communication robot, we equipped Robotinho with an
expressive head with 15 degrees of freedom, depicted

in Fig. 2. To generate facial expressions, it actuates

eyebrows and eyelids, mouth, and jaw. The eyes are
movable USB cameras. One camera is equipped with a
wide-angle lens to yield a larger field-of-view.

For verbal communication in noisy environments,
Robotinho has a directional microphone, which our robot

aims towards the person it is paying attention to, and
a loudspeaker in the base.

In prior work, Robotinho walked while guiding per-
sons. To ensure faster and safer movement in dynamic

environments, we placed it on a wheeled base with the
capability to move omnidirectionally. We equipped the
base with four steerable differential drives. To measure

the heading direction of each drive, they are attached
to the base by passive Dynamixel actuators. Another
advantage of the base is that Robotinho’s total height

is now about 160 cm, which simplifies the face-to-face
communication with adults (Fig. 3).

Our robot is equipped with two laser range finders

(LRF). A Hokuyo URG-04LX LRF in Robotinho’s neck
is mainly used to detect and track people. For naviga-

tion purposes and to support the tracking of persons,

the base is equipped with a SICK S300 LRF.

Robotinho was originally designed to operate inde-
pendently from its base. Thus, we distributed the con-

trol system to two computers connected over Ethernet.

This is still advantageous, as tasks like speech recogni-
tion, vision, and localization require substantial com-
putational power. The majority of Robotinho’s dialog

system runs on one PC, including speech, vision, and

Fig. 3 Robotinho is placed on an omnidirectional wheeled
base for fast and safe navigation. The total height of 160 cm
simplifies face-to-face communication with adults.

the robot’s behaviors. The other PC is dedicated to lo-

calization and navigation using the robotic framework
Player [20]. This ensures safe navigation independent

from the high-level behavior control system.

4 Navigation

Guiding people around requires the robot to safely nav-

igate in its environment. For this purpose, it must be
able to estimate its pose in a given map, to plan obstacle-

free paths in the map, and to drive safely along the path
despite dynamic obstacles. Finally, the robot needs the

ability to acquire a map in a previously unknown envi-
ronment with its sensors.

To acquire maps of unknown environments, we
apply an implementation [23] of the FastSLAM [31]

approach to Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM). Once the robot obtained a map of the envi-
ronment through SLAM, it can use this map for local-

ization. We apply a variant of the adaptive Monte Carlo
Localization [19] to estimate the robot’s pose in a given
map from measurements of the base LRF.

For navigation in its environment, the robot needs
the ability to plan paths from its estimated pose in
the map to target locations. We find short obstacle-
avoiding paths in the grid map through A* search [24].

Our algorithm finds obstacle-free paths that trade-off

shortness and distance to obstacles.

The path planning module only considers obstacles
represented in the map. To navigate in partially dy-

namic environments, we implemented a module for lo-

cal path planning and obstacle avoidance. It considers
the recent scans of the LRFs at the base and neck. The

local path planner is based on the vector field histogram
algorithm [50].
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The movements of dynamic obstacles cannot be well
predicted. Hence, larger margins around dynamic ob-
stacles are useful during path planning to reduce the

need for replanning or stops due to persons violating

the safety space around the robot. For this purpose, we

use the tracked positions of persons to influence the re-
pulsive forces of obstacles in our local path planner. If
possible, the path planning algorithm avoids the area

around dynamic obstacles by passing static obstacles
more closely.

5 Multimodal Interaction

5.1 Attentional System

Robotinho shows interest in multiple persons in its vicin-

ity and shifts its attention between them so that they

feel involved into the conversation. To determine the
focus of attention of the robot, we compute an impor-

tance value for each person in the belief, which is based

on the distance of the person to the robot, and on its
angular position relative to the front of the robot.

The robot always focuses its attention on the person
who has the highest importance, which means that it

keeps eye-contact with this person. While focusing on
one person, from time to time our robot also looks into

the direction of other people to involve them into a con-
versation and to update its belief about their presence.

Turning towards interaction partners is distributed

over three levels [17]: the eyes, the neck, and the trunk.
We use different time constants for these levels. While
the eyes are allowed to move quickly, the neck moves
slower, and the trunk follows with the slowest time con-
stant. This reflects the different masses of the moved

parts. When a saccade is made, the eyes point first to-
wards the new target. As neck and trunk follow, the

faster joints in this cascade move back towards their

neutral position. A comfort measure, which incorpo-
rates the avoidance of joint limits, is used to distribute

the twist angle over the three levels.

5.2 Gesture Generation

Our robot performs several natural, human-like ges-

tures. These gestures either support its speech or cor-
respond to unconscious arm movements which we hu-

mans also perform. The gestures are generated online.

Arm gestures consist of a preparation phase where the
arm moves slowly to a starting position, the hold phase

that carries the linguistic meaning, and a retraction
phase where the hand moves back to a resting position.

Fig. 4 Robotinho performs several symbolic gestures, e.g,
inquiring (left) and greeting (right) gestures.

Fig. 5 Robotinho points at different object parts during its
explanations to direct the audience’s attention.

The gestures are synchronized with the speech synthesis
module.

• Symbolic Gestures: The symbolic gestures in our
dialog system include a single-handed greeting gesture
that is used while saying hello to newly detected persons
in the surrounding of the robot. Robotinho performs

a come-closer gesture with both arms when detected
persons are farther away than a nominal conversation

distance. It also accompanies certain questions with an

inquiring gesture where it moves both elbows outwards
to the back (Fig. 4). In certain situations, our robot

performs a disappointment gesture by moving, during
the stroke, both hands quickly down. To confirm or to
disagree, the robot also nods or shakes its head, respec-

tively. If Robotinho is going to navigate and the path
is blocked, a both-handed make-room gesture can be
performed.

• Batonic Gestures: Humans continuously gestic-
ulate to emphasize their utterances while talking to
each other. Robotinho also makes small emphasizing
gestures with both arms when it is generating longer

sentences.
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• Pointing Gestures: To draw the attention of com-
munication partners towards objects of interest, Robo-
tinho performs pointing gestures. It approaches with

its hand the line from the robot head to the referenced

object. At the same time, our robot moves the head

and the eyes in the corresponding direction and utters
the object name. Fig. 5 shows Robotinho explaining
different parts of an exhibit, pointing to the currently

explained part.

• Non-Gestural Movements: Small movements with
Robotinho’s arms let it appear livelier. To this end,

we also implemented a regular breathing motion and
pseudo-random eye blinks.

5.3 Speech Recognition and Synthesis

In fully autonomous operation, Robotinho recognizes

speech using a commercial speaker-independent speech

recognition system [28]. It uses a small vocabulary gram-

mar which is changed corresponding to the dialog state.
In semi-autonomous mode, an operator can select recog-

nition results using a wireless connection. High-quality

human-like speech is synthesized online by a commer-
cial text-to-speech system [28].

5.4 Expression of the Emotional State

While talking to each other, human communication part-

ners use emotional expressions to emphasize their ut-
terances. Humans learn early in development to quickly

appreciate emotions and interpret the communication

partner’s behavior accordingly. Robotinho can express
emotions by means of emotional speech synthesis and

facial expressions. We compute the current facial ex-

pression of the robot by interpolating between six pre-
modelled basic expression, following the notion of the
Emotion Disc [37]. The six basic emotional states are

depicted in Fig. 2. We simulate emotions in our speech

synthesis system by adjusting the parameters pitch,
speed, and volume [9]. Furthermore, we can use emo-
tional tags to synthesize non-textual sounds, e.g., a

cough or laughing.

6 People Awareness and Tracking

Robotinho involves visitors actively in the conversation

by looking at them alternatingly from time to time.

Hence, it has to know their whereabouts. Persons are
detected and tracked using fused measurements of vi-
sion and the two LRFs. We use the cameras in Robo-

tinho’s eyes to detect faces, using a Viola & Jones [51]

face detector. The laser-range measurements are used

to detect legs and trunks. The respective detections are

associated and tracked using Hungarian data associa-
tion [26] in a multi-hypothesis tracker. We reject face

detections without corresponding range measurements.

Face detections zc
t
are associated with tracks gained by

laser-range measurements zl
t
according to their angular

distance within a threshold. The resulting state esti-

mate that also incorporates the prior belief bel(xt) is
given as

p(x1:t|z
c

1:t
, zl

1:t
) = p(zc

t
|xt, z

l

t
)bel(xt). (1)

We implemented the measurement model p(zc
t
|xt, z

l
t
)

as a lookup table and perform the belief update by
Kalman filtering [52].

Before fusing the sensor measurements, we update

the laser tracks independently. Our tracking pipeline is
illustrated in Fig. 6.

The LRF in Robotinho’s neck has an field of view

(FOV) of 240◦. To keep track of a group of people be-
hind the robot, Robotinho gazes alternatingly into the
direction of the known person tracks to update their be-
lief. To cover the whole 360◦ area around it, Robotinho

extends the LRF’s FOV by turning its upper body.

To track a group of people, it is not necessary to

keep an accurate track of every individual. Thus, we
prioritize a human-like looking behavior of our robot
over gazing at the people the whole time. Robotinho

just looks at one random track per time segment and

looks into its driving direction for the rest of the time
segment. The lengths of these segments are chosen ran-
domly within an interval to reach a more natural look-

ing behavior.

Given a set of person tracks L, the current gaze
direction α at time t depends on the number of tracks

and the active time interval Ti. Robotinho explores the
space behind it by turning the upper body and its head
into the direction of the last known track position, if

L is empty. With αd denoting the angle of the driving
direction, αlt

the angle of track l at time t, and αmax

the maximum possible turn angle, the gaze direction is

calculated as follows:

lt =

{

l ∈ Lt, if ‖Lt‖ > 0
lt−1, otherwise

,

α =







αd, if t ∈ T1 ∧ ‖Lt‖ > 0
αlt

if t ∈ T2 ∧ ‖Lt‖ > 0
sgn(αlt

)αmax if ‖Lt‖ = 0
.

Finally, we perform a sanity check of the remain-
ing tracks given the static map of the environment, as

shown in Fig. 6c.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 6 Person tracking: We use laser-range measurements (a) of the LRF in Robotinho’s neck and base. In these scans,
we detect trunk and leg features, respectively. Laser scan segments (black lines with red boxes) that are identified as trunk
candidates are depicted in (b) by orange boxes. We filter infeasible hypotheses (red box) with a static map of the environment
(c). The remaining hypotheses are depicted by green boxes, the robot by the blue box. We increase the likelihood of face
detections (d), if a corresponding range measurement exists. The fused measurements and the raw laser measurements are
used to keep eye-contact with visitors, to wait or search for guided visitors, and to calculate the belief that the robot is alone
(e).

7 Interaction Skills for a Tour Guide

The role of a tour guide in a museum implies that the

robot has to navigate in a dynamic environment. Most
of the people in a museum have never interacted with
a robot before. Hence, the robot’s reactions are hardly

predictable to them. Thus, Robotinho has to indicate
its next actions and its abilities in an intuitive human-

like manner. For instance, it is not clear to potential
communication partners how they can interact with the

robot. Furthermore, unexpected actions of the robot,
e.g. the sudden start of movements, may startle visitors.

Humans feel uncomfortable if their comfort zone is
penetrated. Our approach to safe navigation (Sec. 4)

avoids paths close to dynamic obstacles reducing situa-

tions where the robot moves in the comfort zone of the
visitors.

Robotinho’s attentional system reacts to the pres-
ence of humans in its vicinity. Our robot looks alternat-
ingly at persons’ faces, showing interest in its commu-

nication partners. As the LRF offers only a 2D position

looking into people’s faces relies on visual detections.
The 2D positions, however, are used to add new hy-
potheses to the robot’s attentional system. It looks at

newly arrived individuals and incorporates the new face
detections into its belief. After being alone for a while,

Robotinho offers tours to newly detected visitors. It

asks them to come closer, combined with a gesture if
necessary.

Our description of exhibits include the item’s 3D-

position, the preferred robot pose (position and orien-
tation) next to the object for navigation, and the expla-

nations Robotinho shall give, divided into a brief initial

text and more information provided on request. More
complex objects have an optional list of 3D-positions
of their parts. The object and object part positions are

used for performing pointing gestures during the expla-

nations using inverse kinematics. Furthermore, Robo-

tinho points to the object position before starting to
navigate to that exhibit to make the robot’s behavior

predictable to the guided visitors. After arriving at an

exhibit, Robotinho turns towards the tracked visitors

and points at the exhibit’s display.

In addition to natural interaction during the expla-
nation of exhibits through gestures, facial expressions,
and speech, we are convinced that interaction with the

visitors during transfers between exhibits is essential. A
good tour guide has to keep visitors involved in the tour.
Otherwise, it is likely that visitors will leave the tour.

Hence, our robot looks alternatingly into its driving di-
rection and to its followers. Looking into the driving
direction shows the visitors that it is aware of the sit-
uation in front of it and facilitates the prediction of its
movement. Looking into the direction of the guided vis-

itors is necessary to update the robots belief about their
positions and to show interest in the persons it interacts

with. Following the approach described in the previous
section, Robotinho gives its attention to a random visi-
tor, if the position of each person is known. Otherwise,
it looks over its shoulder to find its followers (see Fig. 7).

If Robotinho is uncertain about the whereabouts of

its followers, or if they fall back, its head and upper
body are turned and a come-closer gesture supported
by a verbal request to follow the guide is performed.
Additionally, our robot can turn its base to look and
wait for the visitors. If this is successful, the robot indi-

cates verbally that it became aware of the presence of
its followers and continues the tour.

The dynamic nature of a museum environment oc-

casionally causes disruptions in the robot’s navigation.
It is likely, that a planned path to an exhibit is blocked
by persons standing around the robot to listen to its ex-
planations or stepping into the safety margins around
the robot while driving. In these cases, Robotinho asks
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Fig. 7 To keep guided visitors attended during navigation
phases, Robotinho alternates looking into its driving direc-
tion and back to the persons following it. If they fall back,
Robotinho turns around and request them to catch up.

for clearance and makes an angry face. Supporting the

request with an emotional expression is more effective

than the verbal request alone [49].

8 Evaluation in a Science Museum

8.1 Scenario Setup

We evaluated our museum tour guide robot Robotinho

in the Deutsches Museum Bonn, a public science mu-
seum. The focus of the permanent exhibition lies on

research and technology in the Federal Republic of Ger-

many. Hence, it is mostly visited by people interested
in technology and open to new developments. The mu-

seum offers a number of science related workshops for
children. This results in a broad range of age groups in
the exhibition.

Robotinho gave tours in a central area on the ground
floor of the museum. This area hosts three larger per-
manent exhibits: a synchrotron, parts of a Roentgen
satellite, and a neutrino telescope. These three exhibits
formed one tour. Our anthropomorphic service robot
Dynamaid [46], our TeenSize soccer robot Dynaped [53],
and our KidSize soccer robot Steffi [8] formed a second

tour. Fig. 8 shows the placement of the exhibits in this
area.

Robotinho started from a central position, looking

for visitors in its vicinity. If it could attract visitors
to take a tour, our robot initiated the conversation by
explaining itself and showing some of its gestures and
facial expressions. When the robot starts with its ex-

planations is decided by calculation of an alone belief

using the previously described person awareness algo-
rithm (cf. Sec. 6).

After explaining itself, the visitors can choose be-

tween the two different tours. After a tour finishes, Ro-

Fig. 8 Schematic map of the area in the Deutsches Mu-
seum Bonn where Robotinho gave tours. One tour included
the three permanent exhibits synchrotron, neutrino telescope,
and Roentgen satellite. In the other tour the robot explained
three other robots from our group.

botinho asks whether it should continue with the other

tour. Finally, Robotinho wished farewell and asked the
visitors to answer a questionnaire. The overall duration

from introduction to farewell, if both tours were given,
was about 10 minutes.

The experiments were performed on two consecutive

weekends in January 2010. A video summarizing the
museum tours is available on our website [5].

8.2 Results

After finishing a tour, Robotinho asked the visitors to
fill out a questionnaire. The questionnaires contained
questions about the communication skills (verbal and

non-verbal) of the robot, its general appearance, and

the tour itself. The answers could be given on a one-
to-seven scale, with the exception of some free text and

yes/no answers. In total, 129 questionnaires were com-

pleted after 40 tours our robot gave to visitors. Persons

that didn’t fill in a questionnaire were not counted sep-
arately.

In the remainder of this section, we will aggregate

the results into negative (1-2), average (3-5), and posi-
tive (6-7) answers, unless stated otherwise.

Over 70% of the children, i. e., persons younger than

15 years, answered that they like robots in general. Also
over 60% of the adults, i. e., persons of 15 years and
older, answered the question positively. Negative an-
swers were given by only 5% of the adults and none of
the children (cf. Table 1).
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Table 1 “Do you like robots in general?”

not at all exceedingly
(in %) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 µ

adults 1 3 4 7 21 34 26 5.5
children 0 0 0 10 15 26 47 6.1

The robot appeared friendly and polite to more than
three quarter of the polled persons. 45% of the adults

answered that the communication with the robot was
convenient, 7% gave a negative answer. More than three
quarter of the children answered positively here (cf. Ta-

ble 2).

Robotinho’s attentiveness was perceived positive by
72% of the children and 52% of the adults (cf. Table 2).

Furthermore, 63% of the children and 48% of the adults
felt adequately attended during the tours (cf. Table 4).
Free text answers to the question why the they felt at-

tended include that Robotinho reacts on blocked paths
and gazes at persons. The main motivation for atten-

dance of the tours is that the tours are given by a robot.

The average of the answers on how polite, appeal-
ing, manlike, and friendly the robot appeared, shows a

trend to correspond to how the persons generally like

robots. The same correspondence can be observed at

the answers to how intuitive and convenient the com-
munication was rated.

We found strong significant correlations (correlation

coefficient according to Pearson > 0.5) between the rat-
ing of the robot’s interaction skills (verbal and non-
verbal) and the ratings on how convenient the visitors

found the communication with the robot and how well
they felt attended by the robot. Furthermore, the at-

tentiveness of the robot shows strong correlations to

the ratings of how manlike the robot appears and how
convenient the communication with it is. An overview
over selected correlations is given in Table 5.

How polite the robot was perceived correlates sig-
nificant to the ratings of the non-verbal (correlation:

0.386) and verbal (correlation: 0.344) interaction skills

and inverse to how labored people perceive the commu-
nication (correlation: -0.339).

During our tests in the museum, we experienced
that the individuals in guided groups give contradicting

answers simultaneously to the robot’s question. Some
of them answered by just nodding or head-shaking. Es-

pecially children asked Robotinho interposed questions

about the tour, but also about the general exhibition
and the robot itself. Hence, to appropriately react on
all these questions, we used the Wizard of Oz technique

for speech recognition, if the phrase could not be rec-
ognized automatically.

In general, children appraised the robot to be more

human-like. Consequently, the mean of the answers from

Table 2 “How does the robot appear to you?”

not at all very
(in %) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 µ

Adults

appealing 0 2 6 8 25 32 24 5.5
polite 0 1 2 2 7 36 50 6.3
friendly 0 1 0 3 19 37 37 6.1
attentive 1 7 3 12 22 31 21 5.3
manlike 6 6 25 19 24 14 2 4.1
attractive 2 6 3 14 27 33 12 5.1
clumsy 16 14 14 16 18 16 3 3.7
Children

appealing 7 5 0 5 17 23 41 5.5
polite 2 2 0 0 7 23 64 6.3
friendly 0 0 2 4 12 29 51 6.2
attentive 2 5 5 7 7 20 52 5.1
manlike 5 5 7 12 15 30 23 5.3
attractive 0 2 2 7 15 27 45 6.0
clumsy 42 12 5 17 10 12 0 2.8

Table 3 “How did you perceive the communication with the
robot?”

not at all very
(in %) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 µ

Adults

intuitive 6 6 11 21 23 17 12 4.5
easy 0 4 11 8 22 25 27 5.3
artificial 1 3 13 21 33 10 16 4.8
manlike 6 6 25 19 24 14 2 4.0
convenient 1 6 4 20 21 29 15 5.1
cumbersome 16 32 8 18 15 5 3 3.1
labored 13 25 17 22 13 3 3 3.2
Children

intuitive 9 6 6 6 15 28 28 5.1
easy 8 2 2 13 13 32 27 5.3
artificial 20 7 10 12 15 23 10 4.1
manlike 5 5 7 12 15 30 23 5.1
convenient 0 0 7 2 20 20 48 6.0
cumbersome 33 7 10 5 23 7 12 3.5
labored 31 21 5 15 10 5 10 3.1

Table 4 “Do you think, the robot attended you adequately?”

not at all highly
(in %) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 µ

adults 0 1 6 21 21 40 8 5.2
children 0 4 0 12 19 24 39 5.8

children to the questions regarding the similarity of the
robot to human appearance and communication (cf. Ta-

bles 2, 3) is in both cases more than one mark higher
than the mean of the adults’ answers. In contrast to
adults, many children have no reservation against the
robot. Hence, groups of children were often surround-
ing the robot closely while adults mostly stood back.
Also, adults were often more observant, waiting for the
robot to progress by itself. This may be induced by the
learned expectation that natural interaction with ma-
chines is mostly not possible.
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Table 5 Significant correlations between answers on the questionnaires (Pearson, p < 0.01, value in brackets: p < 0.05).

friendly attentive ad. attent. conv. comm. non-verb. int. verb. int.
friendly - .613 (.228) .477 .420 .534
attentive .613 - .518 .575 .484 .587
adequate attention .481 .581 - .464 .585 .567
convenient communication .477 .600 .464 - .522 .630
non-verbal interaction .420 .484 .485 .522 - .645
verbal interaction .534 .587 .567 .630 .645 -

Table 6 “How pronounced did you experience the verbal
communication skills / the non-verbal interaction skills of the
robot, e.g. eye-contact?”

not at all very
(in %) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 µ

Adults

non-verbal 3 4 6 7 27 29 20 5.2
verbal 1 9 7 16 29 23 12 4.8
Children

non-verbal 2 2 2 10 17 12 51 5.8
verbal 0 0 5 20 15 22 37 5.7

During the first tours in the museum, Robotinho did
not announce the next destination in the tour. While

working quite well when only a few visitors were listen-
ing to Robotinho’s explanations, navigation failed when
many visitors surrounded the robot. Robotinho had to

ask multiple times for clearance, as the visitors were

not aware about the robot’s driving direction. Finally,

the visitors stepped back several meters, allowing Ro-
botinho to start driving. We observed that indicating
the robot’s intention by announcing the next exhibit

and pointing to it causes the visitors to look at the
next exhibit and to open a passageway into the right

direction.
In our experiments, the importance of interaction

with visitors during the navigation from one exhibit to
the next became clear. The environment where Robo-
tinho gave tours is clearly arranged. So, many persons
stayed back during tours and watched the robot from a
distance. The majority of these persons, and some vis-

itors only strolling around in the vicinity of the robot,

followed the request of Robotinho to come closer again.
In one situation, even a large group of visitors sitting at

the periphery of the exhibition area stood up and went
to the tour guide after its request.

9 Evaluation in RoboCup Competitions

In recent years, robot competitions, such as the DARPA

Robotics Challenge and RoboCup, play an important

role in assessing the performance of robot systems.
At such competitions, the robot has to perform tasks

defined by the rules of the competition, in a given en-
vironment at a predetermined time. The simultaneous

presence of multiple teams allows for a direct compar-
ison of the robot systems by measuring objective per-
formance criteria, and also by subjective judgment of
the scientific and technical merit by a jury.

The international RoboCup competitions, best

known for robot soccer, also include the @Home league
for domestic service robots [55]. The rules of the league
require fully autonomous robots to robustly navigate

in a home environment, to interact with human users
using speech and gestures, and to manipulate objects
that are placed on the floor, in shelves, or on tables.

The robots can show their capabilities in several pre-
defined tests, such as following a person, fetching an
object, or recognizing persons. In addition, there are
open challenges and the final demonstration, where the

teams can highlight the capabilities of their robots in

self-defined tasks.

9.1 RoboCup German Open 2009

Our team NimbRo [47] participated for the first time

in the @Home league at RoboCup German Open 2009
during Hannover Fair.

We used our communication robot Robotinho for
the Introduce task. In this test, the robot has to intro-
duce itself and the team to the audience. It may interact

with humans to demonstrate its human-robot interac-

tion skills. The team leaders of the other teams judge
the performance of the robot on criteria like quality of

human-robot interaction, appearance, and robustness

of mobility. Robotinho explained itself and our second
robot Dynamaid and interacted with a human in a nat-

ural way. The jury awarded Robotinho the highest score
of all robots in this test.

In the final, Robotinho gave a tour through the
apartment while Dynamaid fetched a drink for a guest.

The score in the final is composed of the previous per-
formance of the team in Stage I and Stage II and an

evaluation score by independent researchers that judge

scientific contribution, originality, usability, presenta-
tion, multi-modality, difficulty, success, and relevance.
Overall, the NimbRo@Home team reached the second

place.
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Fig. 9 Arena of the 2009 RoboCup@Home competition in
Graz.

9.2 RoboCup 2009

The RoboCup 2009 competition took place in July in
Graz, Austria. Figure 9 shows both of our Robots in

the arena, which consisted of a living room, a kitchen,

a bedroom, a bathroom, and an entrance corridor. 18
teams from 9 countries participated in this competition.

In the Introduce test, Robotinho explained itself and

Dynamaid, while Dynamaid cleaned-up an object from
the table. Together, our robots reached the highest score
in this test.

Both robots reached the second highest score in the
Open Challenge, where Robotinho gave a home tour to

a guest while Dynamaid delivered a drink.

Both robots were used in the Demo Challenge. The
theme of the challenge was ’in the bar’. Robotinho of-
fered snacks to the guests, while Dynamaid served drinks.
The jury awarded 90% of the reachable points for this

performance.

Overall, our team reached the third place in the
@Home competition. We also won the innovation award

for ”Innovative robot body design, empathic behaviors,
and robot-robot cooperation”.

9.3 RoboCup German Open 2010

In 2010, we participated for the third time in the @Home
league with Robotinho. RoboCup German Open 2010

took place in spring in Magdeburg. In the Demo Chal-

lenge, Robotinho searched for guests in the apartment.
After welcoming a guest it guided the guest to Dyna-

maid, which served drinks, by announcing its position
backed by a pointing gesture.

In the final, our two robots cooperated again. Ro-

botinho waited next to the apartment entrance until
a guest entered. The robot asked the guest if he/she
wanted to eat something and recognized the verbal an-
swer. As Robotinho is solely designed to serve as a com-
munication robot, it has quite limited manipulation ca-
pabilities. Hence, it went to Dynamaid and notified the

other robot to go to the guest to offer him/her some-
thing. The robots emphasized their cooperation by talk-
ing to each other, such that the guest and the spectators

could predict the robots’ actions.

Overall, our team reached the second place in the
competition.

10 Conclusions

Although our communication robots were successfully

evaluated before in different static and mobile scenarios,

most of the mobile evaluations in the past took place in

non-public environments. In this work, we summarize
our evaluations of Robotinho in the partially control-

lable environments of RoboCup competitions and as a

mobile tour guide in a public science museum [33]. Our
robot interacted with a large number of users who were

unfamiliar with robots.

To guide these users successfully, we had to extend
Robotinho’s multimodal interaction skills with new be-

haviors to keep track of and interact with visitors while

moving and to announce its intended navigation goals.

The majority of the visitors of the Deusches Mu-
seum Bonn answered that they are generally interested

in technology and open-minded to robot use. Many per-

sons answered the questions about typical human at-
tributes like the friendliness and politeness of Robo-

tinho with highly marks. The interaction capabilities
were also high rated. In the vast majority of tours, the

one where Robotinho explained our three robots was
chosen first and most communication partners contin-
ued with the second available tour after the first tour

was finished. We found correlations between how polite
and human-like the robot was perceived by the visitors
and how intuitive the communication with the robot

was rated. This gives us a strong hint that emotional
expressions are key to natural human-robot interaction.

Speech understanding in public environments is still

a major problem. These environments are typically noisy
and the speakers are not known to the system. Speaker
independent speech recognition systems robust to noise

are often grammar-based and cannot recognize arbi-
trary sentences. Furthermore, the interpretation of com-
mands in natural language is error-prone—especially if

a group of visitors give contradicting commands simul-
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taneously. Hence, we used a Wizard of Oz technique for
speech recognition in our experiments.

High expectations in the communication abilities of

the robot are induced by it anthropomorphic appear-
ance and the multimodal interaction system. In our ex-
periments, children saw the robot as very human-like.

If the robot was turned off, they asked if the robot is
ill. They also asked a lot of general questions about the
museum and related topics to the robot during the tour.
In general, the reception of the robot by the museum’s
visitors was very good.

During the first tours, the robot did not communi-
cate its navigation goals to the guided persons. This led

to disruptions as the tour could often not continue until

the confused visitors interpreted the robot’s movement
intentions correctly. As Robotinho re-plans its path if
blocked, the movements may appear random to the peo-

ple blocking the path. Communicating the next exhibit
by announcing its name and pointing towards it yielded

a substantial improvement in the navigation between

exhibits.

In addition to the experiments at Deutsches Mu-

seum, we competed with Robotinho in several RoboCup
competitions. It cooperated with our service robot Dy-
namaid and assisted with its communication skills. For

example, Robotinho introduced the team and guided a

guest through an apartment. Robotinho’s multimodal

communication abilities and the cooperation of both
robots were well received by the juries. The limited

mobile manipulation capabilities of Robotinho prevent

its usage as domestic service robot. Hence, we trans-
ferred parts of Robotinho’s behaviors to our domestic

service robots Cosero and Dynamaid [48]. Both robots

are capable to perform symbolic and pointing gestures.
Furthermore, they gaze into their driving direction and
track their communication partner’s face. The dialog

system was ported to the Robot Operating System [36]
to be usable on these robots. So far, the service robots

are not equipped with expressive communication heads.

Hence, the facial expressions from Robotinho cannot

be transferred to them. In the future, we will build new
communication heads for our service robots to integrate
mobile manipulation and intuitive multimodal commu-

nication.
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